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Hurricanes Harvey and Irma
have created many challenges

for friends and neighbors.
MDCSystems® would like to

offer our support and help
to those in the affected areas.

 
We are contributing to

national recovery agencies both
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Construction Miracles CAN Happen....
By Robert C. McCue, PE  
 
 
Once upon a time in Philadelphia, a charity
hospital was seeking to modernize and
expand its facility. Fundraising and design
work had proceeded for a number of years,
however, there never seemed to be quite
enough money in the building fund to begin
the project.

Nevertheless, each spring the administrator
Sister Margaret would call the project
manager at the A/E firm to inquire about the current cost projection for the
work and to provide him with the current building fund total. Old Bill (the
project manager) related this story to me some years ago.

Finally, one year it did appear that the building fund would be able to
finance the new construction that was planned. Hearing the news, Sister
Margaret authorized Old Bill to put the project out for bid and began the
process of selecting contractors. As Old Bill started to receive bid
information from the contractors, he realized that it would still be difficult
to fund the entire work using the current building fund. Sister Margaret
decided to proceed with the construction insisting that in order to save on
costs Old Bill should accept the lowest bids submitted by the contractors.
Knowing that this was a dangerous approach, Old Bill nevertheless
notified the contractors and organized the initial meeting on-site.

As Old Bill sat in the meeting room waiting for the administrator to arrive,
he looked around the room and realized that he had managed to select
the most difficult, change order- oriented and contentious group of
contractors that he had ever encountered on a project. As Sister Margaret
entered the room, she greeted each contractor and said she looked
forward to a successful and timely project. Along with Sister Margaret
came Sister Mary who was introduced as the hospital coordinator for the
project. Old Bill observed that Sister Mary might not of yet turned 20
years of age and his concerns for her ability and the hospital to control
the project became much more pronounced.

Sister Margaret opened the formal meeting by advising the contractors
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individually and as a company. If
we can assist you in any way
please do not hesitate to call.
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 Boston ABA Construction
Forum, Boston, MA 
October 4 – 6, 2017

As usual MDCSystems® will 
be attending this annual 

ABA Forum on Construction Law
Conference. We look forward to
the event and to renewing our
relationships with friends and
clients. Please stop over and

say hello. 
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that she had put in place two rules for the conduct of the meetings.
Number one was that each meeting would start with a prayer and number
two, that the gentlemen would not smoke their cigars at the meetings.
With this guidance Sister Margaret left the meeting advising that Sister
Mary would keep her informed of progress and be conducting the weekly
project meetings.

Read More
 

Risk Management Tips – Utilize an Effective Design
Review
 
One of the most effective ways to avoid unnecessary
construction problems is to ensure that a complete
and thorough design review is performed at the A/E
level prior to drawings and specifications going out to
bid.

The design review should be performed by the
architects and engineers that are preparing the plans
and specifications for the project. While it is
commonly accepted that all plans and specifications are reviewed before
being issued, we have found that this is not always the case. Competing
pressures to both conserve budget and accelerate the bidding phase of
the project often lead to shortcuts in the process.

We have found that the most effective way to determine inadequacies
and/or mistakes in the plans and specifications is for a formal design
review to be conducted. This most often begins with a review of each
architectural drawing by the architect while the other members of the A/E
team review the discussion and explanation of the architect’s intent.

During a number of design reviews, it was our experience that significant
disagreements would occur before even one third of the architect’s
drawings had been reviewed. Misinterpretations between the architect’s
intent and the actual drawings being produced often occurred and could
be corrected during the design review. 
 

Initially, coordination of the drawings
between the architects and structural
engineers reveal where the resulting
geometry of the structure conflicts with
the architectural intent. Once these
issues have been resolved, then a

second more subtle series of potential problems arise in the coordination
and allocation of space for mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems.
Once the primary disciplines are reviewed, checks for Fire Protection,
Control Systems, Security, and Communications will need to be
completed.
 
The secondary coordination issues are the prime areas where major
change orders are likely to result if not corrected during the design review
process. Clients are no doubt told that design coordination reviews are
conducted as a matter of course and all comments and adjustments are
noted and corrected prior to the issue of bidding documents.
 
While this is the standard in the industry, in many cases it is not
performed as noted above under the pressures of time and money. It is
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construction industry.
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estimated that every hour spent by the design team is equivalent to 10
hours of field labor. Obviously the potential construction savings and
delays that can result from the design review are indeed large and should
be taken advantage of on all projects.

Should you find yourself in the position of an owner or developer at the
design completion stage of a project, take advantage of the opportunity to
request to be present at a design review session and watch the dynamics
of the exercise unfold. Your presence at such a review meeting will
ensure that you get an integrated and coordinated set of bid documents
and thereby avoid unnecessary change orders resulting from a failure to
communicate among the key design disciplines. If by chance you happen
to see a note on any of the drawings that says “provided by others” a
good question would be … who are those guys?

Read More 
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